## FCCS: Crisis Management

### Skill Station Equipment List

| Scenario 1 Mass Shooting | This skill station may be conducted using any of the following, as available:  
| | • Flip chart  
| | • PowerPoint presentation  
| | • Resuscitation mannequin  
| | • Low- or high-fidelity simulators (1-2), ideal if possible with needle decompression capability for pneumothorax  
| | • 14-gauge angiocath needles (4-6)  
| | • Tourniquets (with windlass), any brand (4-6) |

| Scenario 2 Natural Disaster/Earthquake | This skill station may be conducted using any of the following, as available:  
| | • Flip chart  
| | • PowerPoint presentation  
| | • Resuscitation mannequin  
| | • Low- or high-fidelity simulators |